BEING IN THE SOUNDSCAPE TEAM and TEAM FEEDBACK
MY PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF BEING IN SOUNDSCAPE - (Gill)
This was my first time taking part in the Soundscape, although I did take part in the
Soundscape showcase at College of Sound Healing Annual Conference a few years ago and I
can see how it has grown and evolved as a sound offering for healing today.
I have travelled the world with many people on my sound healing journey and taken part in
many group offerings. This Soundscape weekend was among one of the most moving and
deeply awakening experiences for me – giving a clear picture of how sound healing actually
“works” in the setting of a hospital.
Soundscape is a catalyst, a new way of bringing people together and sharing the deep echoes
of the heart of all life. In this space something magical happens. Everyone is seen, heard and
witnessed and in this space where we all meet there is a profound process... barriers and
illusions are simply seen for what they are. In a hospital setting this is a beautiful offering.
What made it even more precious for me is that people who would not normally seek out
sound healing like this have been given the chance to “sample” just a little of what it offers
and that is a major inroad for well being in the future.
Feedback this year from Jackie Roxborough (Birmingham) who has been with the project for
many years as front of house manager, holding the space at the event and coordinating the
ushers, echoes what I felt about this experience and I believe others who shared this year's
beautiful journey may feel the same.
She sent this email to the team!
“Your 7th Soundscape was the best ever & it's been a joy to observe and witness each year
as it has been building & growing to this exquisite honing & refining of your vision: creating
such a profoundly blissful space - the blue print has been firmly established in the ether.
“Your creativity is unbound-less. What a fabulous way & outcome to conclude this phase of
your work. Can't wait to see, hear and participate in chapter 2 of this evolution!
“The level of integration you a have achieved through your artistry, talent, multi layered
skill, teaching, transmission, musicianship, composition, directing & overall vision is
beautifully choreographed & abundantly filled with generosity & grace. It's just a marvel to
see how you bring the Soundscapers into such a highly evolved, effective ensemble operating
multi-dimensionally, demonstrating the subtlety of your vision. All of us goes out to the world
having grown vastly in such a short & intense but perfect time.
“Well done everyone for exceeding your potential & expectations. Any borders & restrictions
in our selves we dissolved & faded away as each person expanded their boundaries - this
was truly timeless infinity in action. A great truth resulting, is each of us involved performers, ushers, caterers as well as the audiences that have attended, embody this & take
it out into the world as wonderful resonant beings as we continue on our personal day to day
journeys.

Responses were...
“Dearest Chrys this is down to your sublime approach & attention to detail. You are indeed
are master, magician & profound healer suffused with abundant generosity that you share
with us, which is truly phenomenal.
“Personally, each time I learn & absorb so much which gives me a wonderful resource to
reflect on my own practice, healing & work in the world.
“Infinite Gratitude to you, your current & past teams who have brought themselves selflessly
to realise your creative, visionary & sound healing journey.
“Onwards & upwards for chapter 2 in the perfect time-space-continuum ...

Gratitude was shown to Chrys in this mail that was shared....
...You are a beautiful and special soul! Thank you for organising and giving us all an
opportunity to share this very special event in such an incredible venue. The whole
experience since Friday has been extremely surreal and profound. It's an experience hard to
describe in words really! The memories will stay with me forever! I feel extremely blessed
and honoured to have participated in 7th Soundscape......

